Would you like to be able to communicate
in Dutch with your patients? Join:

“Dutch for Dentists”
Learn Dutch Fast offers special Award
Winning Dutch Immersion Courses for
Dentists. The duration of such a course
is 1 or 2 weeks + an optional Distance
Learning training.
The first week covers the basic
grammar of Dutch; focus will be on
daily life & small talk with your
patients. You can book this week for
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you and fellow dentists, or join an
open Immersion 1 course. There will be 2 to 4 participants, so you can
have your own dentist-oriented material. (€955 per person, including
lunches & material) It is possible to skip this first week if you already
have basic knowledge of Dutch.
During the second week, you will be trained in explaining your specific
dental treatments to your patients, staff & colleagues. Native Dutch
people will come for a dental appointment with you during class, so
you will have real life exercise! This week can be done privately (€1800,
including lunches & material), or booked with other dentists only (€955
per person, including lunches & material, maximum: 4 participants).
The Distance Learning Training is for dentists who want to learn how to
write Dutch as well. It is only possible for more advanced students. (€180
for 10 weekly assignments)
Courses at Learn Dutch Fast are
always tailored to your needs, so
it is up to you what you would
like to be able to say in Dutch.
If you are curious, you like fun
and you love new ideas and
insights, join one of the Learn
Dutch Fast courses and
accelerate your learning. It's an
experience you'll never forget!

After the course…

“When I came to the Netherlands, I could speak a few essential words
and still it was hardly enough for communicating with my patients.
When I tried to use my bad Dutch for shopping or ordering food in a
restaurant, they always switched to English.
After taking the course with Syl I was able to make clear sentences and
maintain conversations in Dutch. It improved not only my
communication with patients but made me feel more connected to the
other stuff in the dental clinic and to people I came across with.
Learning a new language takes much time and effort. With the
intensive course at learn Dutch Fast offering my Dutch improved
tremendously within a few days. I fully recommend it, especially to
dentists.”
Dr. Daniel Finkelman
Owner of Dental clinic at Muzenplein 91, 2511 GD, The Hague

“I highly recommend Sylvia's Dutch classes; she is doing a very good
job. The lessons are build up in a special way using day to day
activities in a very pleasant way, it is social and fun.
Sylvia is very creative and is giving personal attention to each client,
and the needs of the specific field that each client works in .
It was a great pleasure to study in the class of Sylvia and in the
professional medical Dutch language that she build up especially for
me.
If you have further questions about Sylvia's service, feel free to contact
me.”
Veronica Stahl
Euro Dent BV
Utrecht, Netherlands , www.euro-dent.nl
Service Category: Dutch language teacher
Year first hired: 2010
Top Qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative

For More information:
Learn Dutch Fast, Sylvia Clements 035-6923960
info@learndutchfast.nl
www.learndutchfast.nl

